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Abstract 
In a recent paper by Aberth and Schaefer (1992), it was shown how an implementation of range arithmetic in the 
programming language C+ + can serve as a basis for writing numerical programs which compute reliable answers. 
This arithmetic is more complex than floating-point arithmetic and is a form of interval arithmetic. Here we show 
how a search algorithm for local minima of smooth unconstrained functions can be adapted to range arithmetic in 
order to guarantee convergence and generate correct results. 
Keywords: Interval arithmetic; Range arithmetic; Unconstrained optimization; Levenberg-Marquardt methods 
1. Introduction 
Range arithmetic is a form of interval arithmetic which allows the precision of computation 
to be dynamically varied during program execution. A number in this arithmetic has all the 
usual fields of ordinary floating point, and in addition a small range field that indicates the 
distance of the interval endpoints from the midpoint. Exact quantities have a range of zero. A 
global variable called precision limits the maximum length of mantissas for results of arithmetic 
operations in this system. Of course, if the input numbers for an operation have large ranges, 
then the result will usually also have a large range and its mantissa may well be shorter than the 
maximum length permitted by the value of precision. Trailing mantissa digits whose significance 
is small compared to a number’s range are always discarded and, in the case of the result of an 
operation, not even computed, since we first obtain the result’s range to see how much of its 
mantissa should be calculated. Such range calculations are based on interval concepts de- 
scribed, for example, in [7]. 
A program written in range arithmetic is designed to produce answers that are guaranteed as 
being correct to a specified number of digits. The usual assumption is that the input data are 
exact; although itself a form of interval arithmetic, the design of range arithmetic is not aimed 
at algorithms which attempt to provide the best-possible result intervals for a given set of input 
intervals. The reason for this is the small size of the range field which helps to make range 
arithmetic operations more efficient, but limits the ability to represent arbitrary intervals. 
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Formal interval algorithms are best implemented in range arithmetic if two ranged numbers 
are used to represent a single interval (see [l]). 
Often a range arithmetic program will set the initial precision based on the requested 
accuracy of the results and the number of operations to be carried out, hoping that it will 
suffice to achieve that accuracy without requiring any recomputation of results. Solving a 
system of linear equations by Gaussian elimination is a typical example: if at the end of the 
computation the ranges in the answers are sufficiently small, the results are printed to the 
requested number of decimal places. Otherwise the precision is increased by an amount based 
on the discrepancy between the number of places that could have been printed and the number 
desired, and the computation repeated. The need for a recomputation is not very frequent; its 
occurrence is an indication that the system might not be solved accurately in fixed-precision 
floating-point arithmetic. 
The situation is somewhat different for an optimization program which generates a sequence 
of points 1~~) converging to some limit point Xm. Here the number of operations needed to get 
sufficiently close to _P is not known in advance and in any case one would expect to be able to 
progress in relatively low precision at first, perhaps requiring a higher precision once .x? moves 
close to xm. In Section 2 an algorithm in this spirit will be introduced which is an adaptation of 
a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to range arithmetic, and convergence under the usual 
conditions will be proved. Section 3 shows how to verify that xk is sufficiently close to xrn, in 
order to allow printing of xk’s coordinates to the requested number of decimal places instead 
of PS coordinates (which of course are generally not available). Finally, Section 4 provides 
some numerical examples. 
For reference we mention here two details related to range arithmetic. First, we will 
frequently use the two functions mid(a) and range(a), where a may denote a single ranged 
number, a ranged vector or even a ranged matrix, and the result is likewise a number, vector or 
matrix, but with ranges equal to zero. The meaning of the functions is illustrated in the 
following simple example: if a = 2.3456 + 4, then mid(a) = 2.3456 and range(a) = 0.0004. 
Second, if a and b are ranged numbers, then a < b is considered true if and only if 
mid(u) + range(a) < mid(b) - range(b). 
On the other hand, if the intervals of a and b in any way overlap, then a test for equality of a 
and b is answered affirmatively. Equality of ranged numbers in this sense is denoted by the 
symbol =’ (the “0” standing for “overlap”). Finally, a < b holds true if and only if either a < b 
or a =“b. 
In Sections 2 and 3, we repeatedly remark on the use of Gaussian elimination to either solve 
symmetric positive definite systems of equations or to verify positive definiteness of a matrix by 
examining its pivots. We note that “Gaussian elimination” (or simply “elimination”) shall 
always refer to symmetric Gaussian elimination without pivoting. In addition, all norms that 
appear below are two-norms. 
Other attempts at precise optimization using formal interval methods can be found, for 
example, in [6,7]. An extension of our work to the problem of locating constrained minima will 
be the subject of another paper. 
2. A Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm in range arithmetic 
Consider the following iteration, whose motivation is given in [5, Chapter 51. 
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Algorithm I (kth iteration). 
(i) given .@ and yk, calculate gk 
if gk= 0, then exit 
(ii) calculate Gk 
while Gk + vkI is not positive definite, increase vk 
(iii) solve (Gk + vkl)Gk = -gk for ak 
(iv) evaluate rk = {f(P) -f(x” + 6k)1/{4k(0) - qk(sk)l 
(v) if rk > 0.75, then reduce vk 
if rk < 0.25, then increase vk 
vk+l = vk 
(vi) if rk < 0, then xk+’ =xk 
otherwise xk+’ = xk + Sk 
Here xk refers to the kth iterate, gk and Gk to the gradient and Hessian at xk, respectively, 
and vk is a nonnegative iteration parameter which serves to restrict the step size of the 
algorithm. This restriction is needed when Gk is not positive definite, for then the Newton step 
-Gk-‘gk may not exist, and even if it does, the step would often be a poor one. When Gk is 
positive definite, it may still be desirable to restrict the step size: this is the case when the 
neighborhood of xk in which the objective function f is well approximated by its two-term 
truncated Taylor series qk(6), obtained at xk, is small compared to 11 Gk-‘gk 11. The parameter 
v can be varied in many ways; we adopt the following strategy for increasing and reducing v: 
increase v : 
if v = 0, then v = vlow, 
otherwise v = 4v; 
reduce v: 
if v < vlow, then v = 0, 
otherwise v = iv. 
The best choice for v ,0w generally depends on the problem at hand; in all of the examples of 
Section 4 we set vlow = 0.1. 
It is clear that when Gk + vkI is barely positive definite, then the above algorithm may have 
problems when carried out in floating-point arithmetic. This is because Gk + vkZ is then almost 
singular and ak may be difficult to compute accurately. In range arithmetic, however, this 
situation is handled with relative ease. First we ensure that none of the pivotal elements that 
occur during Gaussian elimination of the ranged matrix Gk + vkl are less than zero or overlap 
zero; this is sufficient to guarantee that the exact matrix Gk + vkl is positive definite. As soon 
as one of the pivots fails this condition, we restart the elimination with an increased value of 
vk. Second, having computed Sk, the ranges of the vector yk =xk + ak are checked to 
guarantee that II yk - mid(yk) II < II Sk II 2. This condition ensures that the uncertainties in the 
elements of yk are sufficiently small, especially as II Sk II -+ 0. (Recall that both entities in the 
comparison above are ranged numbers and that strict inequality requires that the associated 
intervals not overlap.) If the condition is not satisfied, ak is recomputed in higher precision and 
the condition retested until it is satisfied (note that xk and vk are exact). This idea is used in 
the following algorithm, designed to be carried out in range arithmetic. 
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Algorithm II (kth iteration). 
(i) given xk and vk, calculate gk 
if II gk II < constant, then execute verification algorithm 
if II gk II =“O, then increase precision and restart step (i) 
(ii) calculate Gk 
while Gk + vkI is not guaranteed to be positive definite, increase vk 
(iii) solve (Gk + vkl)Gk = -gk for Sk 
if II ak ]I =“O, then increase precision and return to step (i) 
calculate yk =xk + Sk and zk = mid(yk> 
if ]I zk -yk 1) 2 I] ak ]I 2, then increase precision and return to step (i) 
(iv) calculate Afk =f(xk) -f(yk> and Aqk = qk(0) - qk(sk) 
if Aqk =“O, then increase precision and return to step (i) 
compute rk = Afk/Aqk 
if range (rk> > 0.05, then increase precision and return to step (i) 
(v) if rk > 0.75, then reduce vk 
if rk < 0.25, then increase vk 
vk+l = vk 
(vi) if rk < 0, then xk+’ =xk 
otherwise xktl = zk 
The parameter constant in step (i) above is initially (and somewhat arbitrarily) chosen to be 
10-d-2, where d is the number of decimal places in the printed coordinates requested by the 
user of the program. The verification algorithm is described in detail in the next section; if the 
attempt to verify a minimum and print the coordinates as desired is not successful, Algorithm II 
is resumed at the beginning of step (i) after a precision increase and a reduction of constant. If 
(1 gk (1 = “0, then it is possible that all elements of the ranged gradient gk overlap zero and that 
the direction of gk is completely undetermined. Hence the precision is increased and step (i) 
restarted. The testing for positive definiteness in step (ii) is carried out as explained above. The 
comparison of ]I ak I] against zero in step (iii) serves the same purpose as that of ]I gk ]I in step 
(i), and step (“‘> 1 m a so ensures that yk has been computed with sufficient accuracy. The exact 
value of Aqk, computed in step (iv), is positive since the exact gradient g # 0; if the ranged 
value of Aqk overlaps zero, the appropriate action is taken. The requirement that range 
(rk) G 0.05 before proceeding to step (v) is used in the convergence proof below. Finally, note 
that in step (vi) zk rather than yk becomes our next iterate. This is done because the current 
iterate must always be exact, for otherwise an increase in precision might not yield improved 
values of quantities such as gk, ak or Aqk. 
The following theorem is an extension to range arithmetic of a set of results that are well 
known and usually proven assuming exact arithmetic (see [5, Chapter 51). The requirement that 
the objective function f satisfy f~ C3 is primarily for convenience and could be replaced by 
f~ 6Z2 together with a Lipschitz condition on the Hessian matrix G. We assume here that f 
belongs to the class of “functions most commonly used in computing” (see [7, p.411). 
Theorem 1. Let f : R” - R, f~ C3, and x0 E R” be given, and set v” = 0. Suppose that 
B = {x: f(x) G f(x’>} is bounded and that eL)ery stationary point x* E B satisfies the second-order 
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sufficient condition for a strict and isolated local minimum (i.e., g(x*) = 0 implies that G(x*> is 
positive definite>. Then Algorithm ZZ, carried out in range arithmetic, generates a sequence {xk} 
which converges at second order to a local minimum x”. 
Before proving this theorem, it is convenient to consider first the implications of using range 
arithmetic in Algorithm II and how it differs from Algorithm I, which we imagine is executed in 
exact arithmetic. In order to distinguish exact quantities from their ranged counterparts, the 
latter are now designated by an underline. Note that even in Algorithm II some quantities are 
always exact (such as xk or vk> and never appear with an underline. The following differences 
between the two algorithms affect the computation of the next iterate xk+’ from the current 
Xk. 
In step (ii) it is possible that vk is increased even if Gk + vkI is already positive definite 
because the elimination procedure is carried out in finite precision. This will not occur, 
however, if either vk is sufficiently large or if xk is any point sufficiently close to some x* E B, 
provided the precision is sufficiently high. In the first case it is clear that the exact pivots in 
Gaussian elimination applied to Gk + vkI tend towards infinity as vk + 03 because the multipli- 
ers tend to zero. Hence by the continuity of G(x) and the compactness of B there exists a 
number vm such that if vk 2 vm, then for any xk E B the exact pivots are uniformly bounded 
away from zero. Consider now the ranged pivots, obtained when Gaussian elimination is 
applied to Gk + vkI using range arithmetic. A simple argument shows that if V~ is chosen 
sufficiently large, then the following lower bound for the precision, namely 11 + &nl, is 
sufficient Vxk E B to guarantee that if vk > vm, the range pivots will not overlap zero. 
In the second case, let N* cB be a neighborhood of x* such that xk cN* implies that Gk’s 
smallest eigenvalue is uniformly bounded away from zero. Such a neighborhood exists by the 
continuity of G(x) and the positive definiteness of G(x*). The exact pivots in Gaussian 
elimination applied to Gk + vkI are then also uniformly bounded away from zero since their 
growth over the original diagonal elements is bounded by 2” and their product is that of the 
eigenvalues of this matrix. The ranged pivots will, therefore, not overlap zero if the precision is 
sufficiently high and xk E N * because the ranges are uniformly bounded from above by a 
number M which depends on the precision, the function G(x) and N*, but which converges to 
zero as the precision tends to infinity (here again we use the continuity of G(x) and the 
compactness of B). 
In step (v), if the exact number rk is greater than 0.85, we definitely reduce vk, but for 
0.75 < rk < 0.85 it is possible that uk is left unchanged because the corresponding ranged value 
rk might overlap 0.75. Similarly, if rk is less than 0.15, we certainly increase vk, but, for 0.15 
2 r k < 0.25, vk might remain the same. 
In step (vi), if rk satisfies 0 < rk < 0.1, then it is possible that rk overlaps zero and xk+’ = xk. 
Note also that whenever xk+l is not set equal to x k, then it becomes zk (which is exact) rather 
than yk, because the exact vector yk = xk + ak is not available. 
Wenow begin the formal proof of Theorem 1; however, several parts are very similar to the 
developments in [5, Chapter 51 and are here abridged. The emphasis is on those aspects of the 
argument which relate to the differences between Algorithms I and 11 as discussed above. In 
the following it is assumed that Algorithm II does not generate an xk for which the exact 
gradient gk = 0 (in this case the theorem is clearly true) and that the iteration is carried on 
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indefinitely. The initial precision is such that we cannot get caught in an infinite loop in step (ii) 
(see the discussion above) and the precision is incremented at least once every L iterations, 
where the value of L is unimportant. Finally, an idealized form of range arithmetic is imagined 
where the precision can (and will) get arbitrarily large, as opposed to any actual implementa- 
tion. 
Let {x~} be a sequence of points generated by Algorithm II; define v to be lim sup(v“+‘). 
Two possibilities arise: 
(i) v = ~0; 
(ii) v = vSUP < ~0. 
In case (i) we may choose a subsequence {~‘k} such that rik < 0.85 and &+I -+ cc). In case (ii) we 
may similarly choose a subsequence {xik) such that yik > 0.15 and vi,+’ < vSUP (recall that vk 
only takes on a set of discrete values). Each of these subsequences is bounded and contains 
itself a convergent subsequence which (for simplicity of notation) we still denote by {~‘k}. The 
limit point is referred to as xrn. 
Assuming that g” # 0 yields a 
v’k > Ivik+l + co. Since it is easily ‘4 
Af’” = Aqik + 0( II 6’k II ‘), 
Aq’” = I) 6’k I) II g” II + 0( II 6’k 
contradiction in each case. In case (i), II 6”* II + 0 because 
verified that 
II II xik - Xrn II + II tQk II 2), 
it follows that yik = Af’k/Aq 6 -+ 1 as i, --f ~0, which contradicts rik < 0.85. In case (ii) define 
Vmax = 1 + max(v,,,, 2vSUP), 
d’k = -(@k + v,,I)-l&k, d” = -(G”+ v,,,I)-‘g”. 
These definitions are justified by the continuity of G(x) and the fact that vi, < v,, - 1. Since 
vi, < Vmax, we have II d’k I( < II S”k II and thus qik(Sik) < qik(dik> (qik is minimized by 6’k over a 
ball centered at xi, and radius at least II S’k II, and by d’k over a ball centered at xi, and radius 
exactly (I d’k 11, see [5, Chapter 51 for details). Now let E = $ II d” (I and assume that i, is 
sufficiently large to guarantee that (I xi, - .P II < E and Ildik - d” II < E. Finally let w be any 
point such that II w -xXm II < E. The following holds: 
qik(,,, -X'k)~qik(dik)~qik(~ik)=f(Xik)_Aqik. 
Notice that because yik 2 0.15 and range (#k) < 0.05 we have Af$/Aq’k > 0.05, where Af:k = 
f(xik) -f(zik>. But certainly Afi k + 0 as iky ~0, and thus also Aqik --j 0. Letting ik + CO above, 
we get 
q”(rv -X”) >f(x”) = q”(O), 
which contradicts g” # 0. 
Given that g” = 0, the limit point xrn must be a local minimum and G” positive definite. 
Case (i) above is then impossible since a simple argument [5, Chapter 51 shows that Aqik 1 ..7 
2 i$’ 11 Pk 11 L where /_ik is the smallest eigenvalue of G’k. Hence TZk -+ 1 as i, + cn, contradict- 
ing rik < 0.85. Returning once more to case (ii) and expanding g(x) about xrn in a Taylor 
series, we ,obtain after some algebra 
yik 
II Yik - 5 II < ~~ + vik II xi, - Xrn (1 + O( ll 2, - xm 11’). 
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Here we have implicitly assumed that i, is sufficiently large to guarantee the existence of 
Gik-l. Since II zik -yik II < II S’k II 2 and IIS’k II = O( II g’k 11) = O( II xi, -xXm II), we also have 
vik 
11 Zik - XrnII < ~~+vjk IIXik~XmII 
Let N= I/xi k -xm 1) and suppose now 
(i) II zik - xm II < N and II yik - xm II 
(ii) II xk - xm II < N implies that vk 
+O( 11 xi, -xm II”). 
that ik is sufficiently large to ensure that 
<N; 
is not increased in step (ii) of Algorithm II; 
(iii) II xk - xm II < N implies that A f k/Aqk > 0.85. 
In item (ii) we use the fact that the precision tends to infinity as i, + co; recall also the 
discussion following Theorem 1 above. Item (iii> requires II ak II to be sufficiently small, which 
is certainly achieved if I( xk -xXm )I is small enough. Consider now the next iterate in the main 
sequence following xi,: because of (iii), xi,+’ =zik and by (i) and (ii), vi,+’ will not be 
increased in step (ii) of the algorithm. Thus vik+‘/($ + vi,+‘) < v’k/($’ + vi,) and the next 
iterate zik+’ will again satisfy II zik+l -xXm II < II xik+l - xm II <N. Since the same holds true of 
Y ik+l, it follows from (iii) that vik+l will be reduced in step (v). Indeed, vk will be repeatedly 
reduced in the following steps until it equals zero. At this point, II zk - xc0 II = O( II xk - xo3 II 2), 
which means that Newton’s method sets in and the main sequence converges to xm at second 
order. 
The proof above requires that the precision of computation be allowed to become infinitely 
high, whereas of course in practice this can never be realized (for example, our implementation 
limits the precision to a maximum of 40000 decimal digits). There are essentially two reasons 
for this requirement. First, the argument above assumed that the iteration is carried on 
indefinitely, and the structure of the iteration in Algorithm II makes it clear that we must then 
be prepared to compute with arbitrarily high precision. In practice we are only interested in 
getting sufficiently close to a local minimum and thus need not be concerned with iterating 
indefinitely. The second reason, however, is more subtle and may impact the capacity of an 
actual implementation to solve general problems of the kind discussed here: the nature of the 
function f itself may require very high precision settings. This could happen, for example, if the 
definition of f was very complicated and lengthy, since the computation of values of f and its 
first and second derivatives might then yield ranged numbers with unacceptable ranges, unless 
the precision was set very high. Another source of difficulty along these lines are local minima 
where the smallest eigenvalue of G” is very small; as long as the precision is not sufficiently 
high, convergence will (at best) be linear because vk will not be allowed to go to zero. This kind 
of local minimum also makes verification more difficult, as discussed below. 
3. Verification of a local minimum 
Once Algorithm II produces an iterate xk with a sufficiently small gradient, it becomes 
necessary to verify that xk is close enough to a minimum so that the number of requested 
decimal places d of the minimum’s coordinates can be obtained by printing xk’s coordinates to 
d places. The approach outlined here will be based on estimates of the smallest eigenvalue of 
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the Hessian matrix G. There are two reasons why the attempt at verification may fail: xm is a 
local minimum but xk is not sufficiently close to it, or xm is only a stationary point but not a 
minimum, or possibly a minimum which does not satisfy the second-order sufficient condition. 
(The latter case violates the assumptions of Theorem 1 but is still of interest here; see the 
discussion of Powell’s function in Section 4.) In both cases Algorithm II is resumed with a 
reduced value for constunt, but of course this will not help in the second case. Eventually, the 
verification algorithm terminates the program when constant becomes smaller than limit; in 
this case the printed coordinates cannot be guaranteed to be those of a minimum. (The 
comparison of constant against limit is not shown below. In our program, limit = 10-50.) 
Let R be a cube in IZ dimensions and let 1 be half the length of an edge of R. We imagine 
that xk is at the center of R and attempt to establish that a local minimum is contained in R. 
The parameter 1 is chosen sufficiently small to ensure that if a minimum is contained in R, 
then printing xk’s coordinates to d decimal places also gives the minimum’s coordinates 
correctly to that many places. Let y be any point on the boundary of R and let x take the place 
of xk. If f(y) >f(x), Vy E tiR, then the global minimum of f over R must lie in the interior of 
R and therefore coincide with a local minimum of f. The following holds (for sufficiently 
smooth f): 
f(y) -f(x) = (Y -xJTs(X) + ;<Y -x)~G(c)(Y -4 
where c is a point along the line joining x and y. The exact matrix G(c) is not available, but in 
any case, since c depends on y, it would not be of much value. What can be computed is the 
ranged matrix G = G(x) where x represents R: xi = xi + I for i = 1,. . . , II. If p > 0 is a lower 
bound for the small%eigenvalue of _G, then it is easy to show that 
II g(x) II < $-l 
implies f(y) > g(x), Vy E aR. In the algorithm below, the determination of positive definite- 
ness is again based on Gaussian elimination: all ranged pivots must be positive for the matrix to 
pass this test (recall that a ranged number overlapping zero does not qualify as positive). The 
parameter constant is the same as in Algorithm II. 
Algorithm III (verification algorithm). 
(8 Calculate G 
Test G forpositive definiteness: 
if a pivot is less than zero, then reduce constant, increase precision, return 
if a pivot overlaps zero, then reduce 1, reduce constant, increase precision, return 
(ii) p=O.l 
Test G - PZ for positive definiteness: 
if a pivot is less than or equal to zero: 
if p > ELlow7 then ,u = &p and restart test 
else reduce 1, reduce constant, increase precision, return 
(iii) if constant G $p, then print coordinates and exit 
else constant = +Zp, increase precision, return 
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In step (i) above, the elimination procedure is stopped as soon as a pivot fails to be positive. 
If such a pivot is negative, then no local minimum of f can possibly be located in R because 
G(z) is indefinite Vz E R. Hence the search for a minimum is continued after reducing constant 
by returning to Algorithm (II). If a pivot overlaps zero, then it is impossible to say whether or 
not a minimum is contained in R. Furthermore, even if G(z) is positive definite Vz E R, it is 
possible that the pivots cannot be determined more precisely for G, even in higher precision 
unless the ranges of x and hence the size of I are reduced. Therefore, both an increase in 
precision and a reduction of 1 are performed in this case. Since constant is chosen optimisti- 
cally, a reduction in the current value of 1 requires a reduction of constant and a return to 
Algorithm II. 
In step (ii) we attempt to compute a rough lower bound for the smallest eigenvalue of G 
which by now we know is positive definite. The purpose of ,ulow is to prevent p from becoming 
too small, because by choice of plow this would require a value for constant which is less than 
limit (in our program, plow = lOPso). On the other hand, it is quite possible that a larger 
estimate can be found if I is reduced, unless of course the smallest eigenvalue of G” is in fact 
less than or equal to plow. If this situation is anticipated, then plow and limit need to be reset. 
Finally, in step (iii) constant is compared against ilp and reduced if necessary. 
4. Numerical examples 
We conclude this paper with a few numerical test problems taken from the literature; the 
results from running our program on these examples are tabulated in Table 1. The search for a 
local minimum was always successful, meaning that the printed coordinates of a minimum were 
correct to the number of figures displayed, a number which the program initially requests from 
the user. 
Table 1 
Problem 
Dahlquist and 
BjGrck [3] 
(k = 2l’) 
Dahlquist and 
Bjiirck [3] 
(k = 2l’) 
Dahlquist and 
BjGrck [3] 
(k = 2”) 
Rosenbrock 
Chebyquad 
Powell 
Digits Starting Iterations Hess/grad/FCT Maximum 
requested point evaluations precision 
10 (1, 1) 41 49/49/62 44 
20 (1, 1) 42 55/55/65 64 
10 (1, 1) 314 325/325/430 56 
10 (- 1.2,1) 23 28/28/33 32 
10 (+,...,$ 16 23/23/27 40 
10 (3, - LO, 1) 109 128/128/124 88 
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Fig. 1. 
Our first example is taken from [3] and is one which because of its difficult nature for large 
values of k is likely to cause trouble for a program based on fixed-precision floating-point 
arithmetic (see [3, Chapter lo]): 
f(x, y) =x2 +y* + k(X2 + 2xy + 3y* - l)*. 
The results when k = 217 are shown in the first two rows of Table 1; they were obtained without 
difficulty and in just a few seconds on an Intel80486 microprocessor. The numbers illustrate 
well the second-order rate of convergence near the solution point. Also shown in Fig. 1 are the 
values of the global variable precision as a function of the number of iterations executed. 
(Because in our implementation the base for ranged numbers is 104, precision is always a 
multiple of four.) Notice how the precision remains more or less constant until xk gets close to 
xrn. Increasing k in the function above makes the “valley” steeper and requires substantially 
more iterations to converge, but does not cause any precision related difficulties. This is seen in 
the third row of Table 1 where k = 2 . 27 The second example is Rosenbrock’s function 
f(x, y) = lOO(y -X2)‘+ (1 -X)“, 
The third example minimizes the Chebyquad function of eight variables (see [4] for the general 
definition of this function). Finally we minimize Powell’s function 
f(x, y, 2, W) = (X + lOy)‘+ 5(2 -W)* + (y - 2z)4 + 10(X - W)4. 
The Hessian matrix H for this function is not positive definite at (0, 0, 0, 0) and hence 
verification based on eigenvalues of H is impossible. The program reports the correct 
coordinates but does not guarantee its results; all that is known is that II Of II < 10p5’ at the 
most recent iterate (an arbitrary termination criterion). Note also the high value of precision 
when the program terminates, which is characteristic for this type of problem where the 
smallest eigenvalue of G” is very small or actually zero. 
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